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If you have to choose what goes in your briefcase, choose this over your address book! -- Guy L. Gettle, JoyVer, Inc.     

       An indispensable reference for aerospace designers, analysts and students.
    This fifth revised and enlarged edition of this classic, indispensable, and practical guide provides a condensed collection of commonly used engineering reference data specifically related to aerospace design.  New material on air breathing propulsion, systems engineering, and radar cross section has been added to reflect recent data in aircraft design.    

    

    Features:    

    

	New material on air breathing propulsion, systems engineering, and radar cross section      
	Most commonly used formulas and data for aerospace design      
	Convenient size and binding      
	Large, easy-to-read tables, charts, and figures      
	Handy reference for everyday use      
	Developed by aerospace professionals      


    AIAA Aerospace Design Engineers Guide is an essential tool for every design engineer and every aspiring aerospace engineering student.    
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CRM FundamentalsApress, 2011

	Many of you reading this book are about to embark on the journey of implementing customer relationship management (CRM) software within your organization; some of you are completely new to CRM, while others have been through a CRM implementation with varied success. This book was written to provide business leaders and stakeholders with a...
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Investigating Computer CrimeCRC Press, 1996
Investigating Computer Crime will prove a welcome addition to any security department's library.
-Security Management

       Investigating Computer Crime presents practical methods for gathering electronic evidence and dealing with crimes involving computers. Based on material gathered from hundreds of investigators all over the...
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Zend Framework Web ServicesMarco Tabini, 2011


	Zend Framework is a PHP framework consisting of a growing collection of components.

	These components can be combined into a feature-complete MVC stack.

	Alternatively, many of them may be used separately or in conjunction with other

	frameworks and libraries.





	
		Launched in 2006 by ZendTechnol ogi es, Inc -...
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ActionScript for Multiplayer Games and Virtual WorldsNew Riders Publishing, 2009

	The demand for multiplayer games and virtual worlds has exploded over the last few years. Not only do companies want them for site stickiness through social networking, but developers have tremendous interest in exploring this niche area. While developing multiplayer content is challenging, it isn’t as difficult as you might think, and...
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Microstrip Filters for RF/Microwave ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Advanced, specialized coverage of microstrip filter design


	Microstrip Filters for RF/Microwave Applications is the only professional reference focusing solely on microstrip filters. It offers a unique and comprehensive treatment of filters based on the microstrip structure and includes full design methodologies that are also...
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Neuroimmune Circuits, Drugs of Abuse, and Infectious Diseases (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology)Springer, 2001


	This volume is based on the proceedings of the 7th annual symposium on the topic

	Neuroimmune Circuits, Infectious Diseases and Drugs of Abuse, Bethesda, Maryland, October

	7–9, 1999. This symposium, as in the past, focused on newer knowledge concerning the

	relationship between the immune and nervous systems with regards to the...
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